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Heavy atom soaking experiment 

                                                         
                                                         safety check : gloves, waste, mask etc 

 
How many crystals? 
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                                 find out best crystal                              using mother liquor to make 
                                 stabilization solution                                 heavy atom solution 
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                                   fluorescence scan to detect bound metal (Fe, Mn, Zn, Co, Cu, Ni) 
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                         Does protein bind Mn2+ or Ca2+?   Try Eu or Sm for replacement (1Å)        
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                                     Do you have a bound phosphate?    Try Na2WO4 or Sm (1Å)
  
                                                                                                
                          Do you have free cysteine residues? Try mercury first, TMLA (1Å) 
                                                                   
 
                                             Do you have many basic residues?  Pt, Au, Ir (1Å) 
 
 
                                                   Do you have crystals?  Try followings 
                                      1. Try many heavy atoms with one of following conditions 
    favorite five          short soaking  (10 min at 10mM, or saturated if not solubilized)           
     1. K2PtCl4               ({ex}Sm, Gd – 100mM, 30 sec  back soaking)            
     2. EthylHgPO4      *medium soaking (2~4 hours) 
     3. SmAcetate        long soaking  (12hr or overnight) 
     4.K2HgI4with KI   high concentration (10 mM) 
       HgI3                *medium concentration (5 mM) 
     5. K2Pt(CN)4         low concentration (0.1 mM ~ 2mM) 
                                     2. try co-crystallization  [~1mM (specially for fragile crystal)] 
                                     3. halide soaking (1M~ 0.5M, 1 min) 
                                      
 
                                                                                             Consider followings. 
        Did you find any promising site? Refinement      1. Native gel with heavy atom & MassSpec        
        1. Try refinement using above conditions.         
        2. Try Back soaking (long time 1~2 h)               
        3. heavy atom cocktail (back soaking required) 
          select heavy atoms with similar wavelength
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  2. cluster compounds for a large protein 
  3. Putting powder directly to a drop 
      (for a least shock to a crystal)   
  4.  Change pH of buffer                                      
  5. Xenon (150~300 psi, 1min ~ 10min) 
      with Wemmer group, NMR 
  6. Sulfur phasing (~2.8 Å, no decay, SAD) 
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